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Materials:  (SAB indicates Sale-A-Bration items you can earn for free!) 

 2 pieces Tangerine Tango Card Stock (111349) 

 1 piece Sycamore Street Designer Series Paper 1-1/2 x 12” (SAB 127540) 

 Vintage Verses (SAB 129636) 

 Island Indigo Ink (126986) 

 Whisper White Card Stock scrap (100730) 

 Crumb Cake Card Stock 1 x 12” (124274) 

 Sycamore Street Ribbon (SAB 130812) 

 Big Shot (113439) 

 Two Tags Bigz Die (115954) 

 Oval Scallop Punch (119856) 

 Large Oval Punch (119855) 

 Scallop Trim Border Punch (118402) 

 Stampin’ Trimmer (126889) 

 Glue Dots (103683) 

 Snail (104332) 

 Stampin’ Dimensionals (104430) 

 Sticky Strip (104294) 
 

 

Instructions: 

1. Cut two of the larger tags in Tangerine Tango using the Bigz Two Tags Die and the Big 

Shot. Cutting plates only, no platform.  Fold both tags on the score lines and adhere the 

bottoms together with sticky strip.  This will form the front and back of your box. 
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2. For the sides of the box, cut a piece of Tangerine Tango at 2-3/4 x 6-3/4”.  Score 2” from 

each short side and ½” from each of the long sides.  Fold all score lines.  Add sticky strip 

to the outside folded edges on both sides of the basket.  Snip the small outside scored 

lines to form 3 separate squares for the sides and bottom.   

 

3. Fold the sides of the basket up and attach this piece to the front and back part of the 

basket. 

4. Cut a piece of Tangerine Tango 1/2 x 8-1/2” for the basket handle.  Attach two glue dots 

to the bottom edge of the handle and slide this into the slit of the tag die and attach to 

the inside of the basket with the glue dots.  Repeat with the other side of the handle.  

Tie some ribbon at each side of the handle. 
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5. Decorate as desired.  I used the Vintage Verses stamped in Island Indigo on a scrap of 

Whisper White, punched with the medium oval.  This was layered and attached to a 

scrap of Tangerine Tango cut with the oval scallop punch.  I also cut a piece of DSP 1-1/2 

x12” and a piece of Crumb Cake 1 x12”.  The Crumb Cake was edged with the dotted 

scallop border punch and attached to the DSP with sticky strip.  This was attached to the 

basket.  I added some Sycamore Street ribbon to the border with glue dots.  The 

sentiment was added to the basket with Stampin’ Dimensionals. 

 

 

 

 


